
I vehemently object to the Glenellen Solar 'Farm' proposal with Trina Solar's fraudulent 
claims of environmental, community & Australian benefit! 
This toxic classed PV Solar 'dump does not belong in this or any other rural community nor 
on this food producing land, nor any other arable land in NSW. 

With only 6% or less of arable land in Australia, it is absolutely stupid, completely illogical & 
against the benefit, health & welfare of all NSW/Australian residents to prioritise solar energy 
generation over vital food supply! 

There is plenty of available sunshine in many barren areas of NSW, large amounts of 
already contaminated land parcels in NSW cities - including Albury & multiple millions of 
buildings where the land is already contaminated from cement etc., readily available for the 
NSW Government to cover in solar panels. 

Considering this city centric NSW Government is so hell bent, at all costs, to use such an 
inferior, inefficient & unsustainable form of energy & inflict it & its devastating consequences 
on hard working Australian families, there are vast tracts of city open spaces & supporting 
politician's & public servant's backyards - where they can experiment upon themselves & 
their brand new babies - with agrivoltaics & the heavy metal leachate risk from fractured, 
burnt, damaged, aged or degraded PV Solar panels. 

The implementation of the NSW Government's 100% 'Renewable' Energy Scam is a most 
corrupt & traitorous assault on everyday Australians! 

This will result in higher energy prices, because this policy is based on fraudulent unreleased 
modelling & absolutely no intelligent modelling at all. 

Rather, it is based on fudged energy costing comparisons, produced by conflicted energy 
consultants, who have purposely excluded the trillions of dollars essential to provide 
interconnectors, grid upgrades & battery/hydro storage - in order to manage this scandal 
ridden, unreliable, intermittent solar/wind energy supply scam. 

Large-Scale PV Solar 'dumps' are extraordinarily harmful to rural Australians & a 
treacherous assault on food producing communities & Australia's precious heritage of rich, 
irreplaceable soil. 

Whilst the NSW Government is being driven by socialist ideology & a mythological fantasy 
that has no intelligent basis whatsoever, their disrespect for & ignorance of rural Australia is 
astounding! 
Their total lack of appreciation for where their food comes from is an utter disgrace, with 
kindergarten children having far more knowledge of & appreciation for their food growers 
than these NSW Government imbeciles, who have a hell bent determination to force heavy 
metal leachate risk on all healthy food producing areas targeted by DPIE  

! 
Obviously, the koala debacle only goes to further prove the sheer incompetency of the DPIE, 
their dismissiveness of rural producers & their overriding desire to dump their woke & foolish 
city centric obsessions onto regional NSW - under their misguided notion, or rather most 
likely, their purposely orchestrated harmful schemes - to dump their unwanted fake green 
garbage on us! 

The NSW Government/DPIE must provide full details of all connections & financial 
beneficiaries stemming from this 'web of deceit' that is the 'renewable' energy con. 

Please include all power brokers - including Michael Photias & his lefty environmentalist 
spouse, the financial gains or political favours Bruz Barilaro & fictional Agriculture Minister - 



Adam Marshall are receiving for their idiotic support of this political bastardry that crucifies 
rural communities & food producers. 

Matt Kean completes that trio of no hopers, who don't have the ability to answer even basic 
questions on this ridiculous energy policy, instead pushing out a public servant - Cameron 
O'Reilly - with blatant propaganda to present fraudulent claims on their behalf. O'Reilly 
probably acquired it straight from Lazard's Energy Consultants - another part of the 
'renewable' energy rort, with their fudged energy costings always fraudulently favouring wind 
& solar. Hardly surprising when you see they are a substantial invester with Cheung Kong 
Conglomerate's SKI - owner of the obnoxious, unsustainable Bomen Solar 'dump.' 

Now a declared 'glaring visual amenity nightmare,' Bomen Solar has typically never met its 
conditions of tree screening at all. Their substantial weed growth is an absolute disgrace with 
their water run off spreading this noxious seed burden, constantly infecting neighbouring 
properties. 

Bomen Solar presents a serious fire risk with their failure to mow in a timely manner, 
allowing weeds to touch the bottom of the panels, which is a potential short, considering their 
bi-facial 

PV Solar panels are live at the top & bottom (ETU compliance breach. 

Trina Solar's proposed 416,000 bi-facial panels on its 334 hectares, just like Bomen Solar's 
310,576 panels & Metka Solar's 165,914 panels on its 125 hectares at Wagga Wagga, will 
never fulfil their conditions for approval because they don't care about the local community at 
all. They are only there for their own selfish financial gain, irrespective of the serious harm it 
does to the whole surrounding district. 

Who will even monitor their breaches? 

The DPIE's risk based procedure ensures that the afflicted, objecting neighbouring 
landholders are forced to spend the rest of their lives wasting their own valuable time & 
energy acting as voluntary compliance officers for these negligent, bad, community divisive 
solar invaders. 

Trina Solar are not 'solar farmers' or a 'primary industry,' neither will they ever have the local 
community at heart. They are purely opportunistic, greedy, money hungry spongers who 
prey on harmonious & beautiful rural communities, & destroy them. Using multiple wily 
means to infiltrate the local community, baiting & bribing, creating solar host pariahs - 
causing wedges & severe divisions in long term harmonious communities & presenting their 
disingenuous biodiversity offset shams. In reality, large-scale solar developers such as 
Trina, barge through wonderful communities & productive land, extensively destroying 
biodiversity & precious ecology & habitats with no actual care whatsoever. They are nothing 
but environmental vandals under the fraudulent protection of the NSW Government/DPIE's 
'renewable' energy scam. 

Whilst Trina Solar's disingenuous, selfish aims twist wording to appease DPIE, it has been 
confirmed repeatedly throughout regional NSW that large-scale PV Solar developers & the 
approving DPIE do not have environmental care at heart at all. Rather, they are complicit in 
their environmental vandalism! 

The purposeful exclusion of the whole life-cycle of PV Solar/wind in order to promote this as 
clean, green, sustainable, zero emissions energy further proves the dishonesty, 
disinformation & fraudulence of this industry & that of the promoting participants & supportive 
DPIE & NSW Government. 



Trina Solar & NSW DPIE must provide the full, honest inclusion of the whole life-cycle of PV 
Solar/wind - including mining the quartz, intensive energy used in processing solar -300 kgs 
of coal per 1 square metre of solar module, the extensive toxic pollution produced, with the 
worst green-house gases known to man leaking from solar factories into the atmosphere - 
including sulphur hexafluoride (SF6) - the most potent green-house known to man, 23,500 
times more warming than CO2. This man made greenhouse gas SF6 is increasing 
exponentially, due to the boom in renewables, also leaking from the increased switch gear, 
circuit breakers etc. from the increasing mass of interconnections associated with the solar & 
wind energy 'environmental benefit' fraud. 

SF6 is also leaking from wind turbines as reported by the BBC & tragically remains in the 
atmosphere for at least 1,000 years! 

The NSW DPIE's must provide a full analysis - with reputable, peer reviewed studies & 
reports of SF6 in relation to 'renewable' energy & the environmental harm this is causing the 
earth's atmosphere, including the damage caused compared to that of naturally occurring 
CO2. 

The massive toxic waste burden of 'future electronic garbage' purposely being dumped on 
Australia's best resource land for an ideological fantasy that has no proven benefits to 
Australia or to the world at all is completely ludicrous, absolutely unnecessary, grossly 
unconscionable & reprehensible. 

The fact that this toxic waste is already accumulating now from hail storm damage, fire & 
aged panels etc, with no appropriate waste plans, available facilities for multiple millions of 
waste PV panels, or any actual recycling capability of these toxic classed panels in place (or 
more truthfully worth having in place,) completely defies common sense & further proves the 
absolute lack of environmentally beneficial credentials from large-scale PV Solar/wind 
energy 'dumps.' 

Michael Shellenberger - previous 'climate alarmist' & renewable energy advocate who 
advised Barack Obama, greatly regrets his foolishness & the devastation wrought on 
California - with their 'renewable' scam/blackout nightmare & consequential, disastrous 
electronic garbage dumps! 

Large-Scale PV Solar completely conflicts with safe, healthy food production. 

Trina Solar & the DPIE must provide reputable, independent, peer reviewed studies & 
reports with evidentiary proof to show that PV Solar is not a heavy metal land/water 
contamination risk when solar panels are damaged, fractured from hail, burnt, aged, 
degraded, etc. 

Trina Solar claims that they will return the proposed solar land/water to its inherent 
capability. 

Trina Solar & the DPIE must prove this is true - considering the heavy metal contamination 
risk & guarantee that they are able to return the solar land/water & all surrounding land/water 
to its inherent capability. 

Leaving cabling underground below 300mm upon decommissioning is not returning the land 
to its original state & must be totally removed. 

The NSW Government's climate crisis focus & reason for their solar scam insanity, their 
projected increase in storm severity, bushfires & a drying climate, etc. makes it even more 
vital to exclude large-scale solar & their contamination risk from arable land. 



There is nothing to prevent large hail fracturing many of these panels or indeed protecting 
the soil from fragments or heavy metal leachate washing into the soil with rain. 

This risk has not been determined because the work/studies have not been done.(Professor 
Ravi Naidu - CRC - CARE, Dr Geoff Currie AO - Nuclear Medicine Specialist CSU Wagga 
Wagga.) 

Dr Currie stated (ABC Riverina) that he would live next to a nuclear power plant because all 
the testing has been done, the safeguards are in place, but he would never live next to a 
solar 'farm' because of the land/water contamination risk & increased fire risk. 

'The fix is in' at Wagga Wagga & it's far worse than the corrupt Daryl McGuire scandal - 
involving the surprisingly sneaky/gullible Gladys Berejiklian. 

Constant collusion between politicians & the media - including the 
ABC, is rife, with the public excluded from hearing the truth regarding solar developers, their 
fake biodiversity funding (simply in their DA,) whilst hiding the extensive environmental 
vandalism & desecration of the land that Bomen Solar & Greek Metka have wantonly caused 
to hundreds of hectares of the Bomen/Eunony Valley district. 

Federal member for Riverina Michael McCormack - quasi leader of the National Party, 
completely refuses to speak in support of food producers & rural communities who are facing 
these traumatic & damaging solar invasions. He has never once spoken up for his own 
home food producers & rural communities at Wagga Wagga - Bomen/Eunony Valley, 
instead colluding with 'climate activist' Councillors, ignorant 'renewable' zealot Dr Joe McGirr 
& local media, to shut down the truthful horror that Bomen Solar & Metka Solar have wrought 
on this precious land & rural community. 

Neither has Michael McCormick ever supported prioritising the retention of agricultural land 
anywhere in his Riverina electorate. His dodgy personal developer connections & supported 
political position benefits appear to completely override his intelligence & any Australian 
benefit criteria. He negligently refuses to examine the possibility & address the valid & 
extremely serious land/water contamination risk large-scale solar presents midst food 
producing areas, instead proclaiming his full support for 'renewable' energy, full support of 
Chinese manufacturing & the massive importation & unplanned for dumping of extensive, 
toxic 'future electronic garbage' on rural Australia, & expresses his full support for the 
domination of Chinese energy companies - including the Chinese Government's State Grid 
Corporation of China & their insidious, national security threat - 'Project Energy Connect' - 
emanating from China's own ElectraNet controlled/owned Robertstown Substation S.A. 

McCormack prioritises solar over vital food supply through his adherence to the useless, 
Beijing influenced Paris emission targets which are being used to reduce food production 
capability in NSW, promote Chinese solar manufacturing & potentially contaminate vast 
areas of our best arable land with heavy metal leachate from PV Solar 'dumps' midst rural 
communities. 

The Deputy Prime Minister fully supported the ruination of taxpayer funded irrigation land at 
Yanco this year in spite of the fact that Australia has now run out of Australian grown rice & 
Yanco/Leeton has already lost local jobs. 

What of the vital grain/hay supplies relied upon by Uncle Toby's, Sanitarium, Riverina Oils, 
stock feed companies, hay suppliers & drought declared/bushfire destroyed districts in NSW 
& other states who rely on the superior reliability & quality of supply from Wagga Wagga, & 



Greater Hume (in the 1 % of NSW not drought declared) for their continual provision of 
uncontaminated, vital food staples for Australian consumers. 

His silence is deafening! 

Michael McCormack must provide his guarantee that none of this solar land/water nor any 
neighbouring solar/water land will be contaminated by the heavy metal leachate risk this 
large-scale PV Solar presents. 

We have seen his conflicted pressuring of an impressionable National Party hopeful on 
Council to reverse his 'sister city' decision & kowtow to China. 

One wonders if such politicians do have Australia's benefit at heart at all or whether their 
priority is solely to prioritise the maintenance of their own position - colluding & cosying up 
with those who will sure up their position & be rewarded for the protection. 

Mad Mayor Donkey's Green New Diet has been a cruel horror show for the Wagga Wagga 
rural community & producers at Bomen/Eunony Valley, yet he is delerious for more! 

The fact that Greater Hume Council have objected to all 4 solar proposals at Walla Walla, 
Jindera, Culcairn & Glenellen should be enough to put the kibosh on these proposals 
because they are speaking for the majority of their rural community & know the superior 
value of agriculture to their reliably productive area as opposed to the selfish opportunism of 
solar developers, their wily badgering, their divisive bribery & the extensive burden solar 
'dumps' place on rural communities. 

Trina solar must provide full details of available toxic waste facilities suitable for their 
planned mass quantity of PV Solar panels prior to any approval & detail & guarantee how 
this disaster scenario would be appropriately dealt with without contamination of any 
land/water, considering a natural disaster could easily damage & compromise vast numbers 
of panels without warning. 

Nothing will transform Trina's large-scale PV Solar into an acceptable, pleasant view, a 
positive local community member or an environmental protector of land/water. 

The Electrical Trades Union reveals a plethora of large-scale PV Solar scandals - riddled 
with exploitation & corruption, with non compliance regarding wages, conditions & monitoring 
of safety. 

Most renewable energy companies are linked with claims of abuses in mines - extracting key 
minerals for electric vehicles, solar panel & wind turbines. (Business & Human Rights 
Resource Centre.) 

In the Riverina, we see Bomen Solar not growing conditional tree screening which is typical 
of these solar 'dumps.' 

Therefore, Trina Solar cannot base any of their visual amenity claims on tree screening 
unless they pre-plant all of it & only begin construction after at least 10 years, probably 20 
years, or until the tree screen is proven to have grown. Otherwise, my generation will all be 
dead before our view is diminished & local babies will spend their whole childhood, teenage 
& young adult years, perhaps their whole life if they are generational farmers, assaulted by 
this horrid sight & land/water contamination risk. 

Extinction Rebellion supporter, 'renewable' energy zealot & prominent driver of the NSW 
Government's diabolical energy plan - Dr Joe McGirr - who has only recently bothered to 
view the horror inflicted on his own Wagga Wagga constituents by Bomen Solar & Metka 



Solar - despite constant pleas for help over an extensive period, has now been apologising 
on Seven News regarding his mythological fantasy of the large-scale solar/wind & 
interconnector trauma wrought on rural NSW, saying: "the system is broken!" Large energy 
companies & developers are failing to consult with rural communities & treat them fairly, 
instead treating them with disdain as if they do not exist! (23rd Nov 2020.) 

The DPI-Agriculture do object to the purposeful targeting of NSW' best resource lands for 
large-scale solar generation, usurping agriculture. 

DPI-Agriculture agree that healthy food production is the most beneficial use of this arable 
land for far superior benefit to NSW & Australia than invading solar spongers with the 
dreadful potential to ruin this land/water with heavy metal leachate risk that PV Solar 
presents. 

The NSW Government/DPIE is financially constraining the means for & ability of DPI-
Agriculture to produce the State Significant Agricultural Mapping. 

DPI-Agriculture are finally now aware of the disastrous impacts of severe hail on PV Solar 
panels. Stating Nov 2020 - "oh, we hadn't thought of hail damage before!" 

It is notably strange & negligent that this obvious & well documented scenario in the U.S has 
never entered their thoughts previously!!) 

DPI-Agriculture acknowledge that the land/water contamination risk this presents must 
invoke the 'Environmental Precautionary Principle' & reputable, peer reviewed 
testing/studies to determine this risk are essential before further agricultural land & 
communities are impacted by large-scale solar. 

However, I highlight the fact that the DPI-Agriculture are being constrained in telling the truth 
- in honestly commenting, by this corrupt/blatantly lying NSW Government/DPIE. 

National Farmers Federation do not support large-scale PV Solar generation on arable land. 

They advise that the 'Environmental Precautionary Principle' excludes large-scale solar from 
food producing land, midst rural communities because toxic classed Solar PV's heavy metal 
leachate risk from aged, degraded, damaged, burnt, hail fractured, etc. PV Solar panels is 
yet to be determined - because the work/research has not been done. 

The majority of NSW Farmers do not support these large-scale solar 'dumps' midst rural 
communities, on our precious, limited arable land of which it is absolutely essential to 
maintain as uncontaminated - for the health & welfare of future generations. 

Whilst some very loud, conflicted voices may be controlling the narrative  
, the facts are that  is an entrepreneur benefiting 

substantially through her private 'renewable consultancy' services & in her role  
. 

Whilst, have a solar pump outfit on their property at , 
personal gain through her large-scale solar/wind activism from paid 'renewable' energy 
positions is her predominant motive. 

It is completely unacceptable that once again we see the ABC pushing their own biased left 
'renewable' stance - pushing out  repeatedly on the Country Hour & Rural News 
broadcasts, in spite of her financial gain from this advertising, without ever declaring her 
conflicts of interest! - purely presenting her as a  farmer & founder of her (self 
benefiting)  



Alternately, it is incredibly frustrating, completely unacceptable & a failure of truthful reporting 
to the community, that ABC Riverina refuses to report fully & truthfully the many detrimental 
impacts of large-scale PV Solar for rural communities & landholders, the unacceptable, 
damaging, fraudulent behaviour of solar developers & the serious concerns of future 
land/water contamination fears from PV Solar's heavy metal leachate risk; with the main 
presenter of the NSW Country Hour - Michael Condon - totally refusing to ever read out any 
negative comment about solar & wind energy! 

This dishonest bias is against the ABC's charter! 

Trina Solar & the DPIE must provide reputable, independent, peer reviewed studies & 
reports to guarantee their claims of no land contamination risk for this land/water & 
neighbouring land/water & the health impacts/heavy metal toxicity levels & edible 
quality/saleability of grazing sheep/stock from their large-scale PV Solar panels, if these 
panels are damaged, aged, degraded or fractured in any way. 

A full peer reviewed, independent study/report must be provided by Trina Solar & the DPIE 
including full disclosure from all operating solar facilities with grazing sheep, regarding the 
number of sheep deaths/injuries - including fly strike & how they died/were injured. 

Trina Solar & the DPIE must also provide reputable, independent, peer reviewed studies & 
reports from similar sized operational solar facilities with similar climatic conditions to prove 
there is no 'heat island effect' impacts on neighbouring landholders. 

Given the substantial impacts of increased heat beyond the solar facility, the studies must 
involve similar circumstances where no tree screens are provided, as despite conditions for 
approval, Wagga Wagga's Bomen Solar has absent tree screening. 

The only way tree screening can be used to claim reductions in the 'heat island effect' is if 
the tree screening has been adequately established & at an adequate height to be of benefit. 
Therefore, 10 -20 years is required prior to construction of the solar construction. 

Without this, if the DPIE foolishly forces solar 'dumps' on rural communities, recompense 
must be paid to all impacted landholders for their loss of productivity, ruination of their own 
vital food supplies including plants & stock, the valuable bee populations already so 
seriously destroyed by large-scale solar (including the clearing of vital food sources & 
century old natural bee hive habitat,) living content in dams & their water loss from the 
increased solar heat & the health impacts on adjacent residents & farm workers subject to 
this increased heat of 3- 4 degrees. 

Agrivoltaics has not been proven to diminish the 'heat island effect' from similar sized, large-
scale solar facilities in Australia. 

Trina Solar must provide reputable, peer reviewed, independent studies/reports under the 
same climatic conditions, for similar sized operational solar facilities with no present tree 
screening, to guarantee that there are no 'heat island effects' for any surrounding 
landholders from their Glenellen Solar proposal. 

Australia must become energy independent instead of further relying on inferior 'renewable' 
energy scams & Chinese manufactured components which purposely constrain our 
productive capacity. 

The present reality of large-scale solar afflicting rural communities is a tragedy that must go 
no further! 



Already, far too much damage & heartache has been so unnecessarily caused purely 
because the DPIE & the NSW Government are pandering to solar developers for their own 
political gain, colluding with energy companies & promoters & prioritising themselves & these 
off shore foreign developers over genuine hard working Australians who rely on reliable, 
efficient & economical electricity, honest Australian food producers who have cared for their 
land & environment in unison with great compatibility. 

Past generations have proven this, preserving this precious land in an uncontaminated state 
for future generations to appreciate & benefit from. 

The NSW Government & the Federal Government must immediately halt all solar & wind 
energy developments in NSW & the associated Snowy Hydro debacle which has also been 
seriously compromised, conflicted & embroiled in insider corruption, with the conflicted 
Lazard's Energy Consultants also advising them. 

A NSW upper house inquiry, Federal Senate inquiry & a judicial inquiry are all essential to 
examine this extensive 'renewable' energy fraud that is being forced onto rural 
NSW/Australia to the long term detriment of all honest Australians, causing massive social 
division, serious mental health impacts & potential 'deaths of despair,' with the nonsensical 
forcing of heavy metal leachate risk on to healthy rural communities & to Australia's best 
food resource lands. 

All connected energy companies, interconnector proponents, developers & promoters, 
prominent individuals with extensive influence across numerous energy companies in 
multiple states with large-scale 'renewable' companies/investments such as Rick Francis 
(also Vice Chairman of Transgrid,) the media - especially the ABC community broadcaster -
who is bound by their charter to be impartial, ABC media hierarchy & presenters, must all be 
thoroughly examined & also all politicians approving these developments, notably the NSW 
Government & the NSW DPIE in particular. 

Full examination of all power brokers, their connections & circle of influence in the NSW & 
Federal Governments & other state Governments embroiled in similar fraud - obviously 
Victoria & S.A with their dominating Cheung Kong Conglomerate & State Grid Corporation of 
China controlled energy supply & distribution - must be carried out. 

Extensive investigation & detailed analysis of their collusion & interconnection is required. 

A thorough investigation is required into this 'web of deceit' & unsubstantiated claims which 
benefit all of those connected with the 'renewable' energy industry & 'renewable' funds, & the 
relationships these funds & this fraudulent industry has with individual Government policy 
makers, decision makers, party candidate selection processes & influencers, etc. 

This 'renewable' scam is not only a blight on our beautiful natural environment for no useful 
reason & no substantiated advantage, but it is a cruel assault on rural NSW/Australia, 
perpetuated by opportunistic participants in this massive scandal which solely benefits those 
engaged in the rort. 

This is a tragedy for all generations, with naturally beautiful rural districts visually assaulted & 
extensively environmentally harmed; with the heritage of irreplaceable, productive arable 
land being specifically targeted & potentially contaminated for future generations from heavy 
metal leachate risk at the behest of stupid, ignorant, corrupt, colluding participants 
opportunistically seeking financial gain, favours & political expediency. 




